Safety and effectiveness of gastric balloons associated with hypocaloric diet for the treatment of obesity
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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Intragastric balloons provide early satiety and thereby induce short-term weight loss. The aim of this study was to evaluate safety and short and medium-term effectiveness of gastric balloons associated to hypocaloric diet in obesity.

Material and methods: From May 2004 to June 2011 91 obese patients, body mass index [BMI] 45.2 ± 7.2 kg/m² were prospectively followed after endoscopic implantation of a gastric balloon associated to restricted diet. Successful therapy was defined as percent loss of total weight [%LTW] ≥ 5 % at six months after balloon placement and 6 and 12 months after their withdrawal. All analyses followed intention-to-treat principles considering significant p-values < 0.05.

Results: We placed 73 fluid-filled balloons (80.2 %) and 18 air-filled ones (19.8 %). Compared to baseline values, at 6-month 73.7 % subjects succeeded, showing significant reductions in weight (13.3 ± 8.8 kg), BMI (5 ± 3.4 kg/m²) (p < 0.0001), with % LTW 11 ± 7 %. Six and twelve months after retrieval 45.1 % and 28.6 % patients reached % LTW ≥ 5 %. Short-term and medium-term effectiveness was negatively associated to obesity in first-grade relatives (p = 0.003 and p = 0.04). Higher weight loss 6 months after balloon placement independently predicted medium-term effectiveness (p = 0.0001). Mortality was absent but there were two spontaneous deflations of air-filled balloons and severe withdrawal difficulties in 8 patients, leading to surgery in one case. Retrieval complications associated to air-filled balloons (p = 0.0005).

Conclusions: In obesity, effectiveness of gastric balloons associated to hypocaloric diet decreases over time. Complications occurred mainly in the retrieval endoscopic procedure and related to air-filled balloons.
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INTRODUCTION

Obesity is a chronic disease with considerable morbidity and mortality and its prevalence is rising rapidly in both developed and developing countries all over the world (1,2). Numerous diseases are caused or worsened by obesity, shortening life expectancy and decreasing quality of life as well (3,4).

A caloric-restricted diet associated to physical activity and behavioral modifications are considered as the mainstay of therapy in obesity (1,5). The aim of treatment is to achieve and maintain a significant weight loss, as 5-10 % reduction of initial body weight is enough to produce health benefits in obesity related morbidities (1,6). Nevertheless for obese patients who fail to achieve an adequate weight loss pharmacotherapy is very limited, as many drugs had to be withdrawn as causing severe adverse effects (7). On the other hand bariatric surgery is generally restricted to the most severe degrees of obesity, as it poses mortality and morbidity (8).

In summary, there is a wide intermediate group of patients who do not respond to medical therapy and who are not candidates to bariatric surgery or even refuse it.

Intragastric balloons are endoscopical devices filled with liquid or air that are placed into the stomach for a limited period of time. As these devices produce a feeling of early satiety, they are considered to be a temporary and reversible restrictive therapeutic method of facilitating the implementation of adequate dietary and behavioral habits (9,10).

Although gastric balloons had been used for over thirty years in obese patients, they have not yet proved to be a convincing means of primary weight loss. This is due to
that several articles have comprehensively analyzed different types of balloon some of them obsolete (11) and lack of standardized data on its effectiveness especially in the medium and long term.

Our aim was to assess the safety and effectiveness of this endoscopical devices associated to hypocaloric diet in the treatment of obesity.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Prospective single centre cohort study performed in 91 obese subjects referred for placement of gastric balloon. Inclusion criteria were morbid obesity (body mass index BMI > 40 kg/m²) in preparation for a bariatric operation to reduce surgical risk or if they were not candidates for this surgery, type II obesity (BMI 35-40 kg/m²) with obesity-related diseases that ruled out bariatric surgery or who had failed many attempts at weight loss and both obesity type patients in preparation for an elective surgery.

Exclusion criteria were hormonal or genetic obesity, presence of an organic disease of the upper gastrointestinal tract, large hiatal hernias > 3 cm, previous gastric surgery and patients on anti-inflammatory or anticoagulant therapies.

Bio enterics intragastric balloons (BIB® Allergan USA) filled with liquid were placed in 73 patients and Heliosphere Bag® air filled balloons in 18 subjects.

Enrolled patients underwent blood tests and a clinical evaluation including family diseases, eating habits, weight measures and dietary and nutritional education. Specifically written informed consent was signed by all participants and the study was approved by the local clinical research committee.

After performing a diagnostic upper endoscopy, the balloons were passed and located under the inferior esophageal sphincter using conscious sedation controlled by the endoscopist with midazolam and fentanyl. Then the injection catheter was connected to a 60 cc syringe and the BIB® balloons were slowly inflated with 500-700 ml of saline solution stained with 10 ml of methylene-blue dye, and the Heliosphere Bag® balloons with 900-960 cc of air. The proper filling and release of balloons was checked by endoscopy, recording insertion and retrieval complications. During the first 24 hours after placement, intravenous saline (30-35 ml/kg/day), pantoprazole (40 mg/day) and metoclopramide (30 mg/day) were administered. The initial diet was liquid with a gradual return to solid food and all participants were discharged home on a 1,000 kcal diet, oral multivitamin supplements and proton pump inhibitors (PPIs).

Follow-up included a 1, 3 and 6-month check-up with routine blood tests and weight controls. At these intervals, patients were asked for digestive complaints such as vomiting, epigastric pain and gastroesophageal reflux symptoms.

At 6 months, gastric balloons were removed on an outpatient basis under general anesthesia and tracheal intubation. We used the extraction kit provided by the manufacturer for each type of balloon, which consists of an empty catheter to puncture and deflate the devices and a hook forceps to grasp and remove them. After balloon removal patients were followed for up to 12 months by their endocrinologist recording body weight measures at 3, 6 and 12 months.

The results are analyzed with SPSS statistical program SPSS 15.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago IL) and presented as mean and standard deviation for numerical variables and as absolute number (percentage) for categorical ones, being analyzed using the appropriate method for each comparison and considering as significant p values < 0.05. All analysis were carried out on an intention-to-treat basis considering as an accepted criterion of effectiveness of this treatment if percentage loss of total weight (% LTW) was > 5 % at 6 months after placement (short-term effectiveness) and 6 and 12 months after withdrawal (medium-term effectiveness).

RESULTS

From May 2004 to June 2011 ninety-one obese subjects underwent gastric balloon placement: 23 males/68 females (74.7 %), mean age 43.3 ± 11.5 years, range (18-69), mean weight 121.3 ± 22.8 kg, range (78-198), mean BMI 45.2 ± 7.2 kg/m² range (33,8-66,3).

Eighty-three balloons (91.2 %) were placed in our Endoscopy Unit under conscious sedation controlled by the endoscopist using midazolam at mean dose 7.7 ± 1.6 mg range (1-13). In twenty patients fentanyl (range 50-150 mcg) was intravenously administered as well, and 78 (94 %) received benzodiazepine antagonist as flumacenyl at the end of procedure. Endoscopic and post-positioning mortality were absent and obese patients had neither cardiac nor breathing complications during the endoscopical procedures.

Seventy-three patients (80.2 %) showed no lesions in the upper gastrointestinal tract at initial endoscopy and 83 had indemnity at retrieval endoscopy (91.2 %), finding a low percentage of esophagitis (1.1-3.3 %), duodenitis (8.8-0 %), gastric erosions (5.5-2.2 %) or gastric polyps (3.3-1.1 %) in both procedures.

Balloon positioning was mainly uneventful. Twenty three BIB® balloons (30.1 %) were filled with 500 ml and 50 (68.5 %) at their full capacity of 700 ml. During placement, there were two technical events: One defective valve in a BIB® balloon, which was replaced by a new one in the same act, and hard resistance to pharyngeal passage in eight cases, requiring a new appointment under general anesthesia to placement. However, there were no differences in placement complications between balloons filled with liquid or with air.

The balloons stayed into the stomach for 6.2 ± 1.9 months range (0-8). Eighty-one patients (89 %) had with-
Two patients suffered from gastrointestinal bleeding while the balloon was located in their stomach. The endoscopy showed a tear on the cardia in one case and acute gastric erosions in the other patient; both of them resolved without requiring early removal of the devices.

Hypocaloric diet plus balloon caused a considerable body weight reduction throughout the study. Six-month after balloon placement 84 patients were evaluated (92.3 %) (Fig. 2), mean weight reduction was 13.3 ± 8.8 kg, BMI reduction was 5 ± 3.4 kg/m², % LTW was 11 ± 7 and % EWL 27.3 ± 19.9. There were significant differences in BMI and weight values regarding basal values (p = 0.0001). Weight losses increased continuously throughout the 6-month period of balloon implantation, but the main decrease occurred at three months (88 % LTW). Air-filled balloons showed similar weight reduction as fluid-filled ones.

In an intention to treat basis, at 6 month 73.7 % patients showed weight loss ≥ 5 % from initial weight and 50.5 % patients reached weight loss ≥ 10 %. There were not differences in effectiveness regarding age, sex, degree of obesity, fluid-filled balloon volume, or smoking habit. Nevertheless, obesity in first degree relatives, binge eating disorder and sweet food eating were related to worse result with this therapy. In multivariate analyses obesity in first-degree relatives was the only factor significantly related to less effectiveness (p = 0.003). On the other hand, 26.4 % patients enrolled in the study reduced less than 5 % of their initial body weight despite of restricted diet plus gastric balloon for six months.

After balloon retrieval patients followed no structured weight maintenance program, attending visits to their endocrinologist at 3, 6 and 12 months, and 14.8 % patients were lost because of being operated on or due to non-adherence to follow-up schedule (Fig. 2).

Patients showed a progressive regain of weight over time. Mean lost weight at 6 month were 6.3 ± 10.6 kg and reduction in BMI 2.4 ± 4.1 kg/m², both lesser than their basal values (p = 0.0001) % LTW was 5.4 ± 9.2 % and % EWL 13.7 ± 24.7 %. At 12 month weight loss was 2.4 ± 4.1 kg.
and BMI decrease 1.1 ± 4.4 kg/m² (p = 0.03), % LTW 2.2 ± 10 % and % EWL 5.4 ± 25.7 %.

In an intention to treat analysis % LTW ≥ 5 % was reached by 45.1 % and 28.6 % at 6 and 12 months after balloon retrieval, and % LTW ≥ 10 % for 24.2 % and 17.6 % at the same intervals.

Obesity in first-degree relatives was independently associated to worse medium-term effectiveness, whereas higher weight loss at 6 month was associated to a better medium-term effectiveness.

DISCUSSION

The first experience in the treatment of obesity by placing gastric balloons was published in 1982, but these devices have undergone significant technological changes since then (12). The first prototypes were built with weak materials, had low volumes and were filled with air, being abandoned by a prohibitive number of complications and limited effectiveness (13,14). Nowadays, the most widely used gastric balloons are filled with air and fulfill international recommendations on safety (15), having low mortality (0.06 %) and severe morbidity (< 1 %) rates in two systematic reviews and one meta-analysis conducted in more than 5.0000 obese patients (16-18).

As regards to endoscopic procedures of placement and withdrawal of these devices, we found a great variability in the literature, performing both by general anesthesia, with conscious sedation controlled by the endoscopist or performing one procedure, usually the retrieval, under anesthesia. We choose the latter option as consider withdrawal to be a more complex procedure than placement, although the gain in safety that occurs by incorporating an anesthesiologist should be contrasted with the greatest economic cost that it represents. Regarding the implantation procedure, in this study there were neither adverse cardiovascular nor respiratory events justifying the administration of antiarrhythmic, inotrope or vasopressor drugs or performing resuscitation, although obese patients required high doses of benzodiazepines to obtain adequate sedation as these drugs are administered in body weight basis. The frequent administration of benzodiazepines antagonists was performed to reduce postsedation monitoring time and not to reverse a decreased level of consciousness at the end of the endoscopic procedure. Nevertheless, upper gastrointestinal (GI) endoscopy under sedation in obese patients is considered to be a procedure with an increased risk of cardiovascular and respiratory complications compared to normal-weight subjects (19), so we think that the combinations of sedative and analgesic drugs should be administrated as appropriate for the endoscopic procedure and the condition of the patient by qualified and trained practitioners (20).

Moreover an increased prevalence of upper GI pathology has been reported in obese subjects (21), but we did not find any lesion that could alter the balloon protocol. This fact questions the profitability of the routine upper GI endoscopy performed before the placement of these devices versus the recognized value of the endoscopy prior to bariatric surgery, which alter the planned operative procedure in 5-42 % cases (22). In this series the GI tract showed no lesions in 80.2 % at initial endoscopy and in

Fig. 2. Flowchart showing the patient’s course during the study. Participants who underwent early removal, bariatric surgery or non-adherence were lost to follow-up.

Fig. 3. Evolution of the % LTW in patients along the follow-up.
Table II. Association among clinic characteristics and short-term effectiveness (6 months)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>% LTW (6 month)</th>
<th>Statistical significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male/female)</td>
<td>11 (4.7)-11 (7.7)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking habit (no/yes)</td>
<td>10.8 (7.3)-12 (5.7)</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric drugs (no/yes)</td>
<td>10.5 (5.8)-11.5 (8)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes (no/yes)</td>
<td>11.4 (8)-10.3 (5)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolic syndrome (no/yes)</td>
<td>11.7 (8.3)-10.6 (6.2)</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquid volume into balloons</td>
<td>8.9 (9.2)-11.8 (6.4)</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous vomiting (no/yes)</td>
<td>10.2 (7)-2.6 (7.4)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (younger/older than 40 years)</td>
<td>9.7 (8)-11.9 (6.2)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastric balloon (liquid filled/air filled)</td>
<td>12.2 (6.1)-10.7 (6.5)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity degree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>9.2 (6.5)</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>11.3 (6.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>11.1 (8.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binge eating (no/yes)</td>
<td>11.9 (7)-7.4 (7.5)</td>
<td>0.047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweeter (no/yes)</td>
<td>12.8 (7)-8.9 (7)</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obesity in first-degree relatives (no/yes)</td>
<td>13.9 (7)-9.5 (6.4)</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

93.4 % at withdrawal, but other authors have reported the onset or worsening of peptic esophageal lesions between 5 % and 22 % at the retrieval endoscopy (23,24). One explanation for this difference may lie as all the patients took full-dose PPI while the balloons stayed in their stomach. On the other hand the lowest percentage of gastric polyps at retrieval can be explained as the biopsies took at the prior endoscopy removed these lesions.

New gastric balloons have recently become available. Adjustable balloons with long-term durability permit long implantation time (25), and gastric devices filled with air could result in better gastrointestinal tolerance (26).

Twelve obese (13.2 %) had the balloon removed before the scheduled data due to digestive intolerance. Early removal was significantly associated with female gender and persistence of gastrointestinal symptoms beyond the first month of follow-up. However this study showed no differences in post-procedure hospital stay, presence of GI symptoms at follow-up or early removal between liquid and air-filled balloons. Gastric balloons placement is often managed in an outpatient basis, however we decided to place them in a short hospital stay because of the high frequency of digestive complaints and oral intolerance in the first 24 hours.

There were no major complications or differences between both balloons in the placement endoscopic proce, but complications occurred in 16 withdrawals (17.6 %). Heliosphere® balloon associated to spontaneous deflation and serious difficulties at the endoscopic removal because the deflated device maintains a big volume, causing high resistance to removal across the cardia and the upper esophageal sphincter. This forced us to perform complementary radiological studies to exclude intestinal migration of the balloons and to employ various endoscopic tools as forceps and snares to achieve their removal, requiring laparoscopic gastric surgery in one patient, so we consider there are significant differences regarding safety between both gastric balloons.

The lower safety profile of air-filled Heliosphere® balloon have been previously reported by several authors as these devices have greater rigidity that hinders the placement under conscious sedation, the lack of an early warning system to detect spontaneous deflation as methylene blue leads to exposing patients to several disturbing diagnostic procedures and they present greater difficulties to endoscopic removal (27-29).

The complications in the balloon withdrawal have been associated with a prolonged gastric implantation time (30). The manufacturers recommend removal of both gastric balloons six month after implantation, as gastric acid can weaken the material hampering the grasping and retrieval of these devices. The mean duration of balloon implantation in our series was 6.2 (2) months and it was not associated with a difficult removal of the balloons.

The lack of effectiveness of the balloons used before the 90s as its usual employment adjunct to a restricted diet raised important questions about the real efficacy of these devices to promote weight reduction. In 2006 Genco definitely established the efficacy of gastric balloons versus restricted diet in obesity (31), but recently a systematic review had questioned it again (11), although this study represents a very limited evidence for decision making as it evaluated obsolete gastric balloons.

With regard to effectiveness of gastric balloons, at 6 months the mean weight loss achieved was 13.4 (8.8) kg, the decrease of BMI and waist circumference were 5 (3.4) kg/m² and 8.1 (6.4) cm and the ratios % LTW and % excess weight loss (EWL) situated on 11 (7) and 27.3 (19.9) respectively, showing a gradual increase along the implantation time of these devices. Our short-term results were similar to those previously reported confirming the effectiveness of this therapy in a weight loss range of 13-18 kg (18,32-34). Sixty-seven subjects (73.7 %) reached a weight loss ≥ 5 % and 46 patients (50.5 %) had weight loss ≥ 10 % of weight at baseline. Weight reduction showed a linear trend during the implantation time of these devices, although the greater decrease occurred in the first three months after the placement (88 % of total weight loss). This fact has been linked to the development of gastric adaptation mechanisms to the balloon volume, which lead to the disappearance of the negative feedback on the brain centers of appetite (35). However this study shows...
that weight loss continues but at a slow rate during all the implantation time (30,36), but whether weight loss might have been higher with more frequent scheduled reviews or changes in the balloon volume remains to be demonstrated.

On the contrary there is a group of obese in whom this treatment shows no effectiveness and different studies have reported it from 10 to 40 % depending on how to define a satisfactory result (17,23). In this study failure occurred in 26.4 % defined as failing to lose 5 % of weight at baseline upon removal of the gastric balloons. This lack of response has been attributed to lack of patient adherence to dietary and exercise recommendations prescribed as those showing better response are those that had higher motivation (23), so it has thought to select candidates for gastric balloon evaluating various personal characteristics that make us foresee a higher response rate. Previous studies have associated a favorable response with young age (32) (32), morbid obesity (36) and continuous vomiting (23,37) while a bad response was related to habits such as binge eating (17,32). Our results showed that several eating habits and obesity in close relatives were associated with lesser effectiveness, though only obesity in first-degree relatives remained statistically significant after multivariate analysis (Table II).

On the other hand the medium and long-term effectiveness of this treatment has not been definitively established and the available data are scarce and heterogeneous ranging from failure if 16 % patients maintained weight loss at 12 months from withdrawal (32) to success whether 40 % did it (38,39). In the current study there was a progressive weight regain at follow-up, but six month after retrieval weight, BMI and waist losses remained statistically lower than measures at baseline, although at 12 months follow-up only BMI did. An intention to treat analysis showed a LTW ≥ 5 % at 12 months and 18 months of the study (6 and 12 months after removal of the balloon) in 45.1 % and 28.6 % of patients respectively, achieving a LTW ≥ 10 % at the same intervals 24.2 % and 17.6 %. Dastis et al. recently have reported success in a quarter of obese patients after gastric balloon at 2,5 years follow-up (34), although Herve y Kotzampassi found a 50 % of obese patients with EWL > 20 % at 12 months after balloon retrieval (37,49). In view of these results, the variability regarding the medium-term effectiveness of these devices can be explained by methodological differences in the evaluation of weight as well as to the implementation of interventions during the follow-up. Regarding the variables associated with weight maintenance after gastric balloon, obesity in close relatives was the only variable related to lesser effectiveness.

This item had been associated with less short-term effectiveness as well and an possible explanation could be the feeding behavior of the whole family as it has a higher degree of aggregation (41) being a target to the failure to modify dietary habits of the obese patient that they shares with their family members. However, the existence of genetic factors in this population that could explain this association can not be entirely discarded and the real significance of this variable must be study in prospective studies.

Another factor that has been linked to the effectiveness of this treatment in medium-term is the weight lost while the balloon is into the stomach (30,42). Our results show that patients who succeeded at 6 and 12 month after retrieval were those that had deeply reduced weight at the time of removal of these devices.

In summary, the results found in this study show that gastric balloons associated to restricted diet are an effective therapy in obesity in the maintaining of weight loss in the short term, but effectiveness decreases over time. However, this treatment has lack of effectiveness and intolerance, being important to identify patient characteristics to select best responders to this therapy. It is necessary as well to establish a scheduled follow-up after gastric balloon in order to improve and compare the results (43).

Despite a low mortality and morbidity of fluid-filled balloons, endoscopic procedures concentrate most of the complications considering that air-filled balloons have a worse safety profile but a similar effectiveness that fluid-filled balloons.
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